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Abstract. Using the conventional drift-diffusion model, multiple steady state solutions are con- 
structed for a PNPN-junction structure using a combination of numerical and asymptotic tech- 
niques. We assume constant mobilities and a piecewise constant doping profile. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The evidence supporting the existence of multiple steady state solutions to the drift-diffusion 
model has been obtained mainly from numerical computations (Mock [2]) and from solu- 
tions to a model equation derived using the quasi-neutral approximation to the drift-diffusion 
model (Rubinstein [4] and Steinriick [5]). W e s h ow that this approximation is valid when 
J(V) characteristic is monotone. However, when this characteristic exhibits saturation cur- 
rents, we modify the approximation by introducing the widening of the depletion layers and 
obtain an S-shaped J(V) response curve. 
1. THE DRIFT-DIFFUSION MODEL AND THE QUASI-NEUTRAL APPROXIMATION 
The scaled drift-diffusion model in one spatial dimension for y E [0, L] are 
J,, - J = p’ + p$’ , J,,/,u = n’ - ml’, (1.1) 
$” = n-p+Xd(y)andJA = R,(n,p) = 7 nyF,‘+,. 
P n 
We have scaled the model following Please [3] using the intrinsic concentration, the thermal 
voltage and the intrinsic Debye length as dimensional variables. The parameter X describing 
the ratio of the minimum doping concentration to the intrinsic concentration ranges from 
10s - 10”. We assume perfect ohmic contacts at both end points of the interval. The 
doping profile is taken as d(y) = (-l)‘-ldi for y E (yi_i, yi), i = 1.. .4 (min(di) = 1). The 
normalized distance Ai = yi - ui-1 is called the interjunction distance (yc = 0 and y4 = L). 
The quasi-neutral approximation is obtained when the term $J” is dropped from equation 
(1.1). The reduced system is then solved on each interval y E (yi-1, yi), i = 1, .., 4 subject to 
appropriate jump conditions at each junction. Introducing u E n + p, it follows from (1.1) 
that 
Ad 6” - - 
I 
a.~’ - aJ 
02 a(1 + o) - crAd 
}uJ=E(u){ (I+;) -;(l-f)}, (1.2) 
on y E (yi-i,yi) where o z (cl- 1)/2. This equation for u is completed by imposing the 
ohmic boundary conditions and the continuity conditions at the junctions used by [4] [5], 
namely 
[Jn]i = 0 , [Jp]I = 0 and [~p]i = 0. (1.3) 
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The boundary conditions at the ohmic contacts are u = u, E dv. The approximation 
is completed by assuming [&Ii = [&Ii = 0 the quasi-Fermi levels 4, and &, are defined by 
n = e+-Qn and p = e*-4~. 
For a given J, the voltage V is obtained from the implicit relation 
L 
v= J{ J - u’(q)a 0 4rlW + 0) - @Wd dq + &n(u +Xd)]i + APhi , i=l (1.4) 
where A$Jbi = $bi(L) - $‘bi(O) is the difference in the built in potentials defined by 
$‘bi(Y) = ln(-Xd(y)l:! + d(~d(Y)/2)2 + 1). 
When J > A, defining u = Xtio, one obtains 
J 
Y4 dv p-1 4 
0 ao(l + o) - ad 
- -cBi + U(J)+2lnX+ln(dld4), 
P + 1 j=l 
where U(J) is the total voltage drop at the junctions defined by 
and 
Bi G In 
(I+ P)~O(YP) + (-l)‘di(p - 1) 
(l+ ~)ao(yi_,+) + (-l)‘d& - 1) 1 . 
Numerical computations for this approximating system show that, in some parameter range, 
there are a middle and a lower branch where the current saturates as V + co, leaving a band 
of restricted current levels with no corresponding voltage. However, the effect of spreading 
depletion layers, or Early effect, tends to prohibit such a saturation. 
2. THE MODIFIED QUASI-NEUTRAL APPROXIMATION: R E 0 
We observe that the depletion width at a given junction depends on the jump in the 
potential occurring at that junction: 
Yli = yi - 
24+1 J-C -2 + (-l)i-l($(Yri) - $(yli)) Xdi 4 + A+1 
-2 + (-l>'-l(ljl(Yri) - 4(W)) 
(2.1) 
Yri 
4 + 4+1 
where yri and yri are the depletion edges on either side of the i’th junction. The lengths of the 
quasi-neutral regions, &, incorporating the ‘Early Effect’ are then dr = ~11, L\, = y/2 - yrl, 
A3 = y/s - yr2 and A4 = L - yr3. Using (2.1), the modification to the quasi-neutral 
approximation is to solve (1.2) on the union of the subintervals (O,y,l), (~~1, ylz), (~~2, yls), 
(yrs, L) subject to th e continuity conditions (1.3) now imposed at the depletion edges. The 
scaling uc = u/A together with (1.2) and (1.3) gives 
uO(Yli) - Uo(yrti-1) + : In 
[ 
aO(Yli) - ri/S 
uO(Y~i-l) - Vi/S 1 = Sdi, P-2) 
where ri = -Jd/X and yro = 0, ~14 = L. From (1.3) the continuity conditions for a0 are 
Ui(Yli)- df = Uz(Yri) - #+I, (2.3) 
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and the boundary conditions are as(O) = be(L) = (8 + 4/A2)‘i2. Neglecting the jumps in 
the quasi-Fermi levels across each depletion layer, one obtains 
1cl(Yri) - @@Ii) = IddYe) - Ad(Yri)) - ln(+i) - Xd(Yh))- (2.4) 
Equations (2.2) (2.3) and (2.4) f orm a nonlinear algebraic system for Us(v,i), uc(yri) and s 
as a function of J. We referred to this new system as the modified u-formulation. 
The new current-voltage relation is analogous to (1.4) and is given by 
v hl g Ir:I, & d7) + e($(Yvi) - V@li)) + 2 In A + ln(dld4) , (2.5) i=l 
where we have labelled y,.c = 0 and ~14 = L. The jumps of the potential II, across each 
junction can be obtained by neglecting the jumps in the quasi-Fermi potentials. 
3. NUMERICAL COMPARISONS 
We now compare the results predicted by the u-formulation and the modified 
u-formulation with the results obtained from the numerical solution to (1.1). The numerical 
strategy to solve (l.l), which is based on a finite difference scheme with adaptable mesh 
and employs a psuedo-arclength continuation in the bias [6]. The numerical comparisons 
are done with relatively low doping levels to avoid severe ill-conditioning (Ascher [l]). 
Figure 1 shows the J(V) h c aracteristic for varying values of d4 obtained by numerically 
solving the drift-difussion model. 
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Figure 1: J(V)-RESPONSE FOR 
The parameters are chosen from [4] 
1.00 4.00 
VARYING VALUES OF dq. 
~1 = 1.0 A1 = 2.0 A2 = 3.0 As = 4.0 A4 = 1.0 
X = lo3 dl = 1.0 d2 = 1.0 d3 = 1.7. 
(3.1) 
Note that the J(V) curves obtained from the numerical solution do not show current satu- 
ration. The middle and lower branches meet at another limit point for a range of d4 values. 
The voltage levels at the upper and lower limit points for various d4 values, labelled by V, 
and VI are tabulated in Table la. The lower limit point is found for d4 < 9.68, whereas 
the u-formulation predicts that the current-voltage relation is monotonic for d4 2 10.2. For 
d4 < 10.2, the u-formulation erroneously predicts that the current saturates as V -+ 00 
along the lower and middle branches. 
Figure 2 shows the results for the u-formulation on the middle and upper branches pre- 
dicted by the u formulation compared to numerical results. 
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The lower branch comparison is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 2: J(V)-RESPONSE ALONG UPPER AND MIDDLE BRANCHES. 
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Figure 3: J(V)-RESPONSE ALONG LOWER BRANCH. 
These results indicate that the Q formulation describes the J(V) characteristic accurately 
only close to equilibrium and for J >> O(X). 
In contrast, the .7(V) curves obtained from the modified o-formulation agree very closely 
with the numerical J(V) curves obtained from (1.1). In Table lb the voltage levels at the 
upper and lower limit points, predicted by the modified a-formulation are given. Taking 
d4 = 9.3, a representative comparison on the middle and upper branches of the J(V) curves 
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obtained from the finite difference scheme and the modified a-formulation is shown in Figure 
4. 
d, = 1.0 d, - 1.0 d, - 1.T d, 18.1 
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Figure 4: J(V)-RESPONSE FOR THE MODIFIED U-FORMULATION. 
In order to determine the location of the lower turning point of the S-shaped response 
curve, we analyse the limit J/A < 1 and X -+ 00. The resulting limiting system describes 
the lower branch up to a neighborhood of the limit point. Higher order corrections in powers 
of J/A must be kept to accurately described the region near this limit point. 
In the presence of recombination mechanisms an aymptotic approximation can be obtained 
in each of the following regimes 
J < O(1) v = O(1) high impedance branch, 
O(1) < J <O(X) O(1) < V < O(2lnA) classical Shockley regime, 
J = O(X) V = O(2lnX) transition to high current levels, 
J > O(A) V > O(2lnA) high current levels. 
Details of these calculations can be found in [S]. 
4 6 v, 
8.50 110.36 40.69 
8.80 76.84 28.21 
9.00 58.01 24.41 
9.10 49.83 23.17 
9.20 42.40 22.22 
9.30 35.81 21.21 
9.40 29.88 20.40 
9.50 24.76 19.73 
9.60 20.40 18.87 
9.65 18.83 18.56 
K 
111.05 
76.87 
58.10 
49.89 
42.45 
35.78 
29.88 
24.74 
20.44 
18.82 
K 
39.31 
28.02 
24.38 
23.12 
21.99 
21.06 
20.24 
19.49 
18.69 
18.33 
Table la: Numerics. Table lb: 1 Modified u formulation, 
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